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Professional health nurses have a strong relationship between 

patient history and clear understanding of health and illness of person 

who is admitted in hospital. There should be a clister understanding is 

translated into action for the public good. An outline of nurse role is 

the observation and checking of infection patterns inside the local area 

or within the community [1,2]. Emerging infections that conceivably 

compromise the general's nurses are recognized and proper mediations 

arranged, composed and executed. This is the main role of that general 

nurses medical attendants can do in any setting; notwithstanding, it 

happens predominantly in the public area. General wellbeing medical 

attendants add to frameworks for checking urgent wellbeing status 

pointers like naturally caused ailments, inoculation levels, baby death 

rates, and transferable sickness event, to distinguish issues that 

compromise the general's nurses and create compelling intercessions. 

 

Some nurses, even the individuals who have finished certificate or 

degree courses, have had the chance to concentrate either clinical or 

social the study of disease transmission. However this subject is vital 

to a significant part of the work inside nursing, especially locally yet in 

addition in the medical clinic setting. A few ways to deal with medical 

care research fall inside the limits of the subject, and many attendant 

specialists have accidentally used epidemiological plans in their work. 

Conventional the study of disease transmission has held its quantitative 

procedures inside a 'positivist' structure, and as such will have a lot to 

bring to the table attendant specialists following a comparative way 

[3,4]. The individuals who embrace more subjective methodologies 

regularly shun the study of disease transmission, seeing its techniques 

as an abomination to the comprehension of a social world. Similarly, 

numerous disease transmission specialists excuse subjective plans as 

simple story. Be that as it may, the two methodologies have their 

qualities and limits, and all the more as of late contentions for the need 

of the two systems have been advanced [5]. 

 

In 20th century, chronic infectious diseases and their risk factors 

had become increasing causes of preventable death rates in the 

country. In every country, should conduct seminars on health 

programmers and public health programs at the national, state, and 

community level. Nurses’ disease transmission specialists distinguish 

individuals or populaces at high danger; screen the advancement of 

infections; indicate spaces of medical care need; decide needs, size, 

and extent of projects; and assess their effect. They for the most part 

don't give direct persistent consideration, however fill in as an asset 

and plan instructive projects.  

They likewise distribute aftereffects of studies and factual 

examination of dreariness and mortality. Epidemiological strategies 

like proportions of wellbeing, fill in as devices for surveying local 

area needs and assessing the effect of projects of sickness 

counteraction and wellbeing advancement. Well trained nurses are a 

fundamental device to illuminate dispatching and administration 

arranging, and can be characterized as an efficient strategy for 

distinguishing the neglected wellbeing and medical care needs of a 

populace, and making changes to meet those neglected requirements. 

Well trained nurses consider proper focusing of assets, and regularly 

includes working in association with different organizations, 

networks and administration clients. 
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